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Who Am I?
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A broad expert in engineering simulation (CAE), over 47 years of experience: 
from R&D, university teaching, through commercial software development, 
support, sales and marketing management, to executive management: 

✓ SVP of Worldwide Sales at MSC.Software  (1985-1997)
(see October 2018 issue of NAFEMS Benchmark for my article on the history of MSC)

✓ CEO of Engineous (now part of DS/SIMULIA) (2000-2001)
✓ VP Marketing and Business Development at CD-adapco (2005-2010)
✓ VP Marketing and Asia-Pacific at Fluent  (now part of ANSYS)  (1998)
✓ VP International Business, Blue Ridge Numerics (now part of Autodesk) 

2002-2004)

Currently Principal/owner at BeyondCAE, a global strategy and business 
development consulting activity located in Chapel Hill, NC, USA. Advising 
software companies, end-user enterprises, and VCs/private equity firms.

Mentor, TheUberCloud HPC Experiment

Member of the NAFEMS Americas Steering Committee

Topic Moderator for Digital Twins and IIoT

B.S., M.S. from M.I.T.; Ph.D. from the University of California, Berkeley 

Dr. DENNIS A. NAGY

Education:

https://revolutioninsimulation.org/


Presentation Agenda

• Evolution of computer (digital) modelling

• Relevant “big picture” technology trends

• The Timeline History of CAE

• The full Product Performance Lifecycle (PPL)

• What is a Digital Twin?

– And why should we care?

– Why is 3-D Simulation essential?

• Digital Twins’ multiple roles throughout the 
PPL: in design/development, preventative 
maintenance, performance improvement, 
and asset dismantling/decommissioning

• What are the major (and some newcomer ) 
CAE vendors doing with Digital Twins?

• A few example case studies
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The current scales where 3-D CAE and System-
Modeled (MBD) Logical-Physical Co-Simulation, 
(with Reduced-Order CAE Models) are relevant



Relevant “Big Picture” Technology Trends

• “The Singularity is Near” (Ray Kurzweill) 

– Computer processing speed, HPC

• Model-based system representation and 

development (MBD)

• Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT)

• Emergence of Digital Twins: 

– from idea to buzzword/hype to initial practical 

implementations and beyond

– Fidelity of simulated physical behavior: from 1-D to 3-D

– Enabling the business value of detailed simulation (CAE) 

throughout the product performance lifecycle (PPL)
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History of CAD/CAE Technology: 

An Interactive Timeline
(courtesy of  Fastway Engineering)
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Click here for the Interactive Timeline

http://blog.fastwayengineering.com/history-of-cad-cae-technology-interactive-timeline


The Singularity is Near: 

When Humans Transcend Biology by Ray Kurzweil 
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• 2005 epic nonfiction book by the genius futurist, 
mathematician, and inventor Ray Kurzweil*
• 652 pages
• ~24 hours of unabridged audio-book (how I 

listened to it)
• He developed one of the first print-to-speech 

machines (1975) (used by Stevie Wonder)
• Law of accelerating returns (a dizzying number of 

double-digit powers of 10!)
• KEY POINT: Kurzweil believes computational 

capacity will continue to grow exponentially. Long 
after Moore's Law hits its limits, computers will 
eventually rival the raw computing power of the 
human brain. 

(*was coincidentally an undergraduate at MIT at the same time as me)



Kurzweil’s Law of Accelerating Returns - 1
(way beyond Moore’s Law)
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Kurzweil’s Law of Accelerating Returns - 2
(way beyond Moore’s Law)
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Digital Twins

Advanced engineering expertise meets 

the Internet of Things
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Evolution from CAD to CAE to Digital Twins

• “This Digital Twin [concept] started off relatively sparse as a CAD 
description and is becoming more and more rich and robust 
over the years. While at first, this Digital Twin was merely 
descriptive, in recent years it is becoming actionable” = 
simulation of physical behavior

• From visual replica (3-D solid model with advanced rendering), 
to CAE performance model (used in product 
design/development), to lifecycle Digital Twin (following actual 
physics-based performance throughout the PPL)

• “A digital twin is a live digital representation of a physical asset. It 
is a cyber-physical mockup of a connected device that 
represents both the physical instance and its broad business 
context in which it operates from inception to its end of life.” (Joe 
Barkai [1])

• Replacing Design Assumptions with Sensors: Real and Virtual 
Data

• Virtually Measure What You Can’t Physically Measure
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NAFEMS is Out Front - 1
(how many of you watched this eSeminar in May 2018?
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Trend No. 4: Digital Twins
A digital twin is a digital representation of a real-

world entity or system. In the context of IoT, digital 

twins are linked to real-world objects and offer 

information on the state of the counterparts, 

respond to changes, improve operations and add 

value. With an estimated 21 billion connected 

sensors and endpoints by 2020, digital twins will 

exist for billions of things in the near future. 

Potentially billions of dollars of savings in 

maintenance repair and operation (MRO) and 

optimized IoT asset performance are on the table.. 

In the short term, digital twins offer help with asset 

management, but will eventually offer value in 

operational efficiency and insights into how 

products are used and how they can be improved...

“Over time, digital representations of virtually 

every aspect of our world will be connected 

dynamically with their real-world counterparts 

and with one another and infused with AI-based 

capabilities to enable advanced simulation, 
operation and analysis…”

From Gartner:

http://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/prepare-for-the-impact-of-digital-twins/
https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/gartner-top-10-strategic-technology-trends-for-2018/


Another Definition of Digital Twin
(from SMARTUQ)
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Cambashi’s IIoT/Digital Twins Opinion

• “…most of the technology used in IoT solutions has been around for 
some time.  A recent trend driving its growth is commercial – the 
reduced cost of sensors and the affordability of cloud computing.”
– i.e., the pieces/component applications for Digital Twins have been around a 

while, but there is now business justification for integrating the pieces. 

• “The digital performance twin runs an online simulation during 
operation of the product. The simulation is fed by real data from the 
device, enabling the digital twin to be able to predict potential 
issues. For example, it can help an operator identify why a motor is 
going wrong, or predict the lifetime of a product. This continuous 
simulation helps to verify design decisions, or improve future designs. 
However, in order to run this continuous simulation, much smaller 
models are required – going from 1 million degrees of freedom to 
just 100.

• My comment: Not necessarily true, and not true for much longer! 
See Akselos information (on subsequent slides), among others.
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CIMdata Definition of Digital Twin

• CIMdata defines a digital twin as a smart (dynamic), virtual 

representation (model) of the physical product, production process, or 

product’s utilization. It has the required accuracy and fidelity to predict 

actual, physical performance. Ideally, the twin accompanies its real-

world companion throughout its lifecycle—being changed in tandem 

with the physical version, and is continuously updated to reflect 

improvements in product and process development.

(My emphasis)
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More from CIMdata

• Physics-based Digital Twins: Beyond Data Analytics
SDSD Knowledge Council Round Table chaired by CIMdata

• ”While not entirely new as a concept, the area of Digital Twins 
is gaining significant engineering attention, as well as executive 
mindshare with the rapid emergence of IoT platforms and big 
data analytics. Each product as used by an end customer can 
now have a unique “Digital Twin” or even a series of Digital 
Twins* depending on the business use case for the digital 
performance models deployed and the related in service data 
acquired. A key point to be explored in this session is that the 
Digital Twin cannot help to predict and optimize “as used” 
system performance unless there is a physics-based model in 
the loop with the IoT acquired raw data. But what are the 
practical business applications today and what technical 
challenges remain.”

• *The added risk of synchronization/updating multiple models

(My emphasis)
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Reduced-Order Simulation Models (ROMs): 

Where and Why?

(Graphic courtesy of Chad Jackson, Lifecycle Insights, NAFEMS webinar, 
The Elevation of Simulation in the Enterprise, April 3, 2018 ) 

https://www.nafems.org/events/nafems/2018/elevation-simulation-enterprise/


Why Reduced-Order Simulation?

• 0-D or 1-D instead of 3-D: component models execute 

much faster, as part of a larger system model

– Implies that current computing speed (even HPC) is not “fast 

enough” (yet) for required turn-around, and that

– Reduced-order accuracy/fidelity is “good enough” for 

decision-making (speed-accuracy trade-off) 

• …but making changes at the 3-D detailed level require 

re-modeling/re-deriving the reduced-order models.

• When will full 3-D CAE performance models run “fast 

enough” to be the default model fidelity?

– Sooner than we think, according to Ray Kurzweil!
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Signs that Digital Twins are 

becoming Mainstream:
Concerns of CIOs about potential risks

• “Digital twins have huge potential benefits, but creating and 
maintaining them can be both risky and difficult,” says Marc Halpern, 
research vice president at Gartner. “CIOs can use best practices to 
minimize risks so that digital twins enhance the ability to deliver and 
maintain products, facilities and systems.” Gartner/Halpern 
recommends/advocates four “pillars” for avoiding digital twin failure:
➢ Setting up a 3D modeling governance group responsible for establishing standardized 

approaches to 3D modeling.

➢ Ensure long access life cycles (i.e., the PPL is very long for many products*)

➢ Include data from many sources (i.e., much wider than 3D CAD visualization)

➢ Involve the entire product value chain in the definition, creation, and maintenance of 
Digital Twins

• Gartner clients can read more in the report “Four Best Practices to 
Avoid Digital Twin Failures,” by Marc Halpern et al.

(*My additions in italics)

(from “Confront Key Challenges to Boost Digital Twin Success,” March 13, 2018 by 
Laurence Goasduff)
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https://www.gartner.com/analyst/17952/Marc-Halpern
https://www.gartner.com/document/3800664
https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/confront-key-challenges-to-boost-digital-twin-success/


Justifying Cost of Digital Twin Development
• “Digital twins are becoming a business imperative, covering 

the entire lifecycle of an asset or process and forming the 
foundation for connected products and services. Companies 
that fail to respond will be left behind.”
❖ Thomas Kaiser, SAP Senior Vice President

• “Even though the digital twin is even ‘more’ complex than the 
As-Built, I do believe the next few years will get more traction 
than the last decade. The main reason is the benefit is now 
being shared not only by the shipbuilders but by the 
owner/operators. This higher benefit will mean the additional 
investment for creating and updating the digital twin will be 
worth it.” (my emphasis)
❖Denis Morais, President and CTO, SSI (Autodesk® based Shipbuilding & Offshore 

Software)

❖ Excellent further discussion of Digital Twins by Denis Morais at 

http://blogs.ssi-corporate.com/waveform/2018/technology/what-is-a- digital-ship-
twin/
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http://blogs.ssi-corporate.com/waveform/2018/technology/what-is-a-%20digital-ship-twin/


NAFEMS is Out Front - 2
(how many of you have read the April 2018 issue of Benchmark?)
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What is the IoT (or IIoT)?

(From Leslie Langnau, Managing Editor, Design World, February 2018 with my 
additions/emphases)

• The Internet of Things (including the Industrial Internet of Things) is:

• A concept—a view that the analysis of tons of gathered data will, 
if all goes well, help improve manufacturing [and operational] 
efficiencies.

• A hope—The use of these analyzed data will enable a company 
to increase its bottom line in the form of new services, or new 
performance due to the analysis.

• A perspective—now that we have the tools, the digitization of 
everything will usher in a new age of optimized systems, and 
perhaps even systems that adjust themselves to manufacturing 
[and operational] needs automatically.

• And sometimes, an actual hardware component—primarily 
sensors today, but eventually AI enabled or controlled electro-
mechanical systems.
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Digital Twin-Related Component Trends

13 February 2019 24

Industrial IoT is booming thanks 
to a drop in Sensor Prices



Quick Overview of Selected Vendor 

Progress for Digital Twins
• Siemens-PLM

• Ansys

• Akselos

• SAP/Fedem

• Much more vendors’ information on their digital twin activities is 
presented in the NAFEMS Digital Twin “Mega”webinar just mentioned:
➢ SmartUQ
➢ Enginsoft
➢ Mentor

➢ Dynamic Design Solutions
➢ Altair
➢ Simulia
➢ ENSAM Paris Tech / ESI
➢ Granta Design
➢ Esteco
➢ Capvidia
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Use of Digital Twins: Aircraft Engine Operational Data for 

Virtual Inspection and Fatigue Prediction (Predictive 

Maintenance)
• Engine cycle (start/shutdown) for Low-Cycle Fatigue

• Engine use for High-Cycle Fatigue

• Maneuvering and flight characteristics for crack growth.

• “The crack was in the interior part of the fan blade, so 
certainly would not be detectable looking at it from the 
outside,” 

• “Because automotive and aerospace leaders are already 
investing in digital twins, there may be an opportunity to 
develop better inspection strategies by conducting virtual 
inspections along with the physical tests.”                                

--Kenneth Wong, “The Hunt for Invisible Damage,” 

Digital Engineering, September 1, 2018

• “Using real-time data related to structural loading and a 
virtual twin of the engine, it is feasible to follow the fatigue 
life of the components in the engine in near-real time,…”

--Mark Wyatt, in the same article
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Siemens View of Digital Twins
(from Tom Maurer, Siemens PLM Senior Director of Strategy)

• What is a digital twin? 

• A digital twin is a cross-domain digital model that accurately represents 
a product, production process or performance of a product or 
production system in operation.

• The digital twin evolves and continuously updates to reflect any 
change to the physical counterpart throughout the counterpart’s 
lifecycle, creating a closed-loop of feedback in a virtual environment 
that offers companies the best possible design for their products and 
production processes. 
– Precise

– Comprehensive

– A source of information for closed-loop action
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https://community.plm.automation.siemens.com/t5/Digital-Twin-Knowledge-Base/What-is-a-digital-twin/ta-p/432960
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Siemens View of Digital Twins

Siemens PLM (SPLM) videos for more details:
• Tony Hemmelgarn (SPLM CEO): “The 

Digital Twin: Realizing Transformation 
(Introduction)” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o
WeAYJ8CN70

• “Digital twin technology’s role in industry innovation” 
(Digital Twin Summit 2017) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zilGDXss8w4

• Aaron Frankel (Director of Product Marketing)
“Siemens PLM - The Real Value of the Digital Twin”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gK5sHDfBMP4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oWeAYJ8CN70
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zilGDXss8w4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gK5sHDfBMP4


Ansys Digital Twin: Example 
“Simulation has long been an integral 
part of the product development 
process; it greatly improves product 
performance, reduces development 
costs and gets the product to market 
much more quickly. The technologies 
that underpin the Internet of Things now 
make it possible to go a step further by 
integrating simulation with products as 
they exist and operate in the real world. 
This opens up a whole new era in value 
creation for companies to optimize 
operations and maintenance, as well as 
further accelerate the new-product 
development process. ANSYS worked 
with PTC, Flowserve, National 
Instruments and HPE to demonstrate 
this, showing how a simulation model of 
an operating pump can diagnose and 
solve operating problems faster than 
was ever possible before.”
• (Excerpted from “Creating a Digital Twin for a 

Pump, “ANSYS Advantage - V11 I1)

• Bolding/italicizing/underlining are mine

29 13 February 2019

https://www.ansys.com/resource-library/article/creating-a-digital-twin-for-a-pump-ansys-advantage-v11-i1?tli=en-us


Ansys Digital Twin Operational Case Study

30

From “How Simulation-Based Digital Twins and the Industrial Internet of Things Can Improve Product and Process 
Performance,” Ansys Whitepaper, 2017

Above: Best efficiency point
Below: cavitation



Ansys Twin Builder: 
New Product Released on May 15, 2018
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• “With ANSYS Twin Builder, customers can 
now build, validate and deploy simulation-
based digital twins within a single 
workflow. For the oil and gas, industrial, 
energy and aerospace and defense 
industries, Twin Builder offers millions of 
dollars in maintenance- and lost 
productivity-related cost savings…

• “Twin Builder’s open solution easily 
integrates with any IIoT platform and 
empowers users to perform diagnostics 
and troubleshooting, determine an ideal 
maintenance program, optimize the 
performance of industrial assets and 
generate insightful data to improve the 
next generation of products.”



Akselos 3D Digital Twin Simulations - 1

• PORT INFRASTRUCTURE: 
PRODUCTIVITY GAINS

• For this fully detailed, 
condition-based shiploader
model that has 20 million 
degrees of freedom, it’s 
practically infeasible to run a 
full solve using conventional
FEA. 

• In Akselos Modeler, using the 
RB-FEA workflow, the analysis 
required only 3 seconds using 
a single-core machine.
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Akselos 3D Digital Twin Simulations – 2:
Offshore 20-Year Old FPSO: Safe Life 

Extension
Take control of downtime by mastering all 

Possibilities:

The company reported that by using the Akselos Digital Twin to

analyze the structural integrity of the FPSO model, the response

time was literally “minutes per run” using Akselos Integra. This

compared to the days per run required using conventional

methods, at lower resolution. Akselos-generated information

provided the company with a qualitative engineering 
evaluation

of the operational condition of the FPSO, at the same time

incorporating the latest inspection data and accumulated 
asset condition.
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Using the Akselos Digital Twin enables:

• Leveraging existing inspection data by producing 
condition based results under real-world (and certification 
compliant) conditions.
• Reducing OpEx costs by optimizing repair strategies and 
eliminating unplanned maintenance interventions.
• Gaining a deeper understanding of the operational safety 
margins and providing increased confidence that the 
company could “be ready” and develop contingency plans 
for the unexpected.



Akselos 3D Digital Twin Simulations – 3:
Structural Analysis and Life Extension for Fixed Offshore 

Structures
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The jacket structures that support oil and gas platforms’ decks and topsides 
must operate in the most demanding conditions that are inherent to the 
offshore environment. As jacket structures have moved into deeper and 
harsher environments, operators increasingly need to assess their long-term 
reliability. Traditional FEA tools are computationally infeasible for large-scale 
jacket platforms, with their intricate structural details. The tools don’t 
support global system models ata level that accurately reflects physical 
processes.

Solving this structure in under 3 seconds 
with RB-FEA solver means you can 
analyze around 500 different scenarios in 
the same time it takes to obtain one FEA 
solution



Akselos 3D Digital Twin Simulations – 4:
Dissembly (Decommisioning)  of Complex, Old Steel Building
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• No 3-D CAD or CAE when originally built
• Very complex
• Need to salvage valuable steel
• Value of steel justified significant investment by BHP in development of a detailed, 

accurate Digital Twin to guide safe disassembly



SAP/Fedem: Digital Twin Strategic Directions 
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•Cloud deployment
•Increased equipment reliability
•Improved asset utilization and performance
•Better product design with closed-loop scenarios

•Sensor-based engineering analysis using finite elements
•Virtual sensors

• Use virtual sensors, devices placed at a specific location on 
an asset, to monitor assets

• Get a continuous reading of the physical state of an asset at 
a location, such as motion, reaction forces, and strain 
gauges

•Dynamic 3D visualization of engineering insights
•Enable digital inspections of physical assets based on 3D engineering 
models
•Leverage a cloud-based high-performance 3D visualization engine for 
optimal insights

Create physics-based digital twins of industrial assets based on a real-
time and predictive engineering analysis. This cloud-based Internet of 
Things solution leverages the acquisition of Fedem Technology by SAP 
and helps to maximize the overall equipment effectiveness of 
industrial assets by increasing availability and performance.



SAP/Fedem Wind Turbine:

Performance Enhancement using 3-D FEA and Digital Twins
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“The picture [below] is from the [SAP] SAPPHIRE [May 16-18, 2017] keynote, showing the 
presenter in a VR headset interacting with the digital twin of a wind turbine, Fedem’s first 
[SAP/]Leonardo application. It’s a combination of the CAD model of the asset, real-time sensor 
data from the pylon and Fedem’s super-fast finite element analysis. The idea is that this digital 
twin app can be used to monitor the asset, authorize in-person inspections, and decide whether 
it is more economic to run the turbine in a particular wind state or feather the blades to lessen 
wear. The secret sauce: since the FEA is based on sensor data, it can also imagine “virtual 
sensors” placed at points of stress, like the bolt in red on the lower part of the pylon.”

Courtesy of Monica Schnitger, 
Schnitger Corp. website

This is the article and example 
from ~1 year ago that motivated 
me to look deeper into the 
subject of effective use of 3-D 
CAE throughout the Product 
Performance Lifecycle (PPL) 
(using Digital Twins) and submit 
an abstract to CAASE18

(Bold italicization is mine)

Image courtesy of SAP

http://schnitgercorp.com/2017/05/22/fedem-hits-stage-front-30000-sapphire/


SAP/Fedem Use of Digital Twins:

From Hindsight to Foresight
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SAP/Fedem Roadmap: 
Blade loads, wake, wind farms

• Reduce interaction effects between turbines 
to avoid uneven load situations and improve 
structural lifetime

• Evaluate control decisions by 
simulating future loading scenarios

• Synchronize individual turbine control in 
wind farm configuration, reducing structural 
damage from wake effects



SAP/Fedem Use cases:
Projects under implementation

• The Stavå bridge is an old (WW II) concrete bridge.
Higher traffic loads/increased vehicle weight has lead to
questions being raised regarding the integrity and
stability.

• Pending a new bridge, the Norwegian Public Roads
Administration have decided to monitor the bridge for
changes in behavior, to investigate load patterns, and to
verify the structural integrity of the construction.

• A wind park characterized by strong winds and turbulent conditions 
is having operational problems and structural integrity issues. 

• By combining vibration monitoring with Fedem time series analysis it 
is possible to make a combined frequency / time domain (“hybrid 
model”) that is superior to traditional frequency analysis. 

• SAP Fedem monitoring and analysis scope also covers the turbine 
foundation (reinforced concrete slab), which has started to develop 
cracks.  

Bridge monitoring
Norwegian Public Roads Administration

Full wind turbine (vibration+structural) digital twin
TrønderEnergi



DigiTwin: A New US$6.8M UK Industry-University Project
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(http://www.DigiTwin.ac.uk)

(http:/www.DigiTwin.ac.uk)


The Very Long View: 

Structures designed/intended to rearrange themselves

• The buildings of the future will keep rearranging 
themselves

• Rearrangement will require-re-simulation throughout 
the PPL of the structure, to verify structural/system 
integrity under often-changing configurations. For 
general 3-D changes, 3-D simulation will be needed.

• The goal/purpose(s) of rearrangement will determine 
what needs to change in the 3-D digital twin.
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From John M. Johansen,
THEORETICAL ARCHITECTURAL 
DESIGNS: GROWTH OF A MULTISTORY 
APARTMENT BUILDING 

BUILDINGS THAT EXIST IN SYMBIOTIC HARMONY WITH NATURE
“As we anticipate the future, with buildings created from nanoarchitecture  - of phenomenal 
strength, lightness, integral structure, seamless continuity of surface, transparency, and in 
evolving, growing forms  - these buildings will reshape the man-made environment. Created from 
the subatomic level without the use of natural resources, waste-producing factories or laborious 
physical labor, these masterfully-programmed buildings will not outdo the modesty of the natural 
world. They will exist in symbiotic harmony with the natural environment, adjusting their forms to 
the needs of people and the seasonal changes of light, temperature and humidity.”         

- John M Johansen, FAIA

https://aeon.co/ideas/could-humans-live-in-buildings-that-changed-themselves
http://www.johnmjohansen.com/Theoretical-Architecture.html
http://www.johnmjohansen.com/Future-of-Architecture.html


Conclusion: 
Democratization of 3-D CAE--A Changing View?

• Previous thinking has been that, to dramatically expand the use of 3-D simulation 

(CAE), many more engineers would have to be running simulations (the 

“Democratization of Simulation”) and would need to be trained to do so (a user 

bottleneck) or be given SimApps (a development bottleneck).

• Now it is becoming clear(er) that the dramatic increase in the use of 3D CAE (total 

number of simulation runs) throughout the PPL can be (semi)automated to “run itself,” 

and many CAE developers/vendors will focus more on developing that automation 

infrastructure (linking of MBD, IIoT, sensors and 3-D Digital Twins).
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IoT and digital twin technologies must advance to a point where they become pure 

decision-making tools.
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“What’s new today is the ability to quickly 
combine the models and data for in-stream 
analysis. We’re now able to move relevant 
sensor readings from machine to analytical 
engines, and we have enough processing 
horsepower to analyze that data fast 
enough to inform real-time decision 
making. We’re at one of those moments in 
time where technologies are converging to 
make this possible.”  -Monica Schnitger 
(see also Ray Kurzweil slide) 
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